Included in the kit
A breakdown of all the components for your “FloBar Form” and “FloBar Flux”
The FloBar system includes the manifolds required to direct the water around the towel bars, complete with
all the components that you need to connect your “FloBar” to your heating system.
Box contents:

a. FloBar connection plates
Manufactured from high-quality DZR brass, the connection plates help combine the FloBars with the cylinder connections,
as well as providing a mounting point to the wall.

b. FloBar cover plates
Manufactured from high-quality brass, the cover plates are designed to cover the connection plates attached to the
FloBar and are finished to match the FloBars in the matching high-quality, plated finishes.

c. Manifolds
Manufactured from high-quality DZR brass and machined to a high standard with strict tolerances to suit each individual
FloBar kit. With 2, 3, 4 or 5 ports, as standard they are supplied with the flow & return port, and combination ports
(capped).

d. 1/4” BSP to 10mm push fit cylinder connectors + pipe inserts
¼” BSP to 10mm push fit cylinder connections and pipe inserts - Each kit is supplied with the correct amount of cylinder
connectors to attach your manifolds to the FloBars via the flexible barrier pipe.

e. 10mm Flexible barrier pipe
10 metres of 10mm Flexible barrier pipe - High-quality flexible barrier pipe boasting high thermal insulation properties
which allows for installation work in restricted spaces.

f. FloBars (x1 with air vent)
Form or Flux – Manufactured in high-quality DZR brass, all joints are brazed using silver solder. The FloBars are polished
to a high standard before being plated in the finish of your choice.

g. FloBar valves + cover plates
Machined from high-quality brass to a high standard and strict tolerances. The valve body allows for connection of the
flow and return from the heating system. These in turn permit the connection of the FloBar(s) in readiness for use. The
finish matching cover plates beautify the “thru-wall” valve connection and complete the installation to stunning effect.
Also included in the kit is a roll of PTFE to aid in making watertight seals between all the component parts.
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When purchasing a
combination of two kits, an
in-line connection kit would
also be required in addition,
per pair.
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These consists of:
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4 x 1/4” BSP to 10mm push fit
cylinder connectors
+ pipe inserts.
Complete with
2 metres of flexible barrier pipe
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